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ALTERNATIUES TO ROUND ROBIN ORAL READING
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Linda June/Cree, M.A.

Cal i -fornia State UnlMersi-t-?', San Bernardino, 1986
Statement

O'f

the

Problem

The purpose o-f this project is to suggest successful
alternatives to round robin oral reading which occurs in
most primary classrooms.

Round robin oral reading may bore chi ldren, l imit their

understanding of reading, restrict the use of teacher time
and

l imit students' interaction with others outside

reading group.

their

It may discourage student independence whi le

placing students and teachers in a non-flexible time
schedule.

Round robin oral reading often serves no

educational ly sound purpose.

Procedure

A l ist of possible alternatives to round robin oral
reading was generated, using other teachers, students,
reference

books and

this author's creations as sources.

Suggested actiVities were sub-grouped into four categories:

reading with the teacher; reading away from the teacher;
enrichment pr post-reading activities; and longer

alternatives and units.
whichever
studen ts.

Educators were encouraged to select

activities wou1d

best serve

the

needs of

their

Teachers were encouraged to examine their reasons -for

oral reading.

Oral reading should be done for the purpose

of evaluation or communication with others.

Oral reading

should not be done solely for reasons of tradition or habit,
and it should not be the only^ type of reading experienced by
f

students.

■

■

■

.

Students should have varied and exciting reading

experiences, interact with members of other reading groups
and develop the abi l ity to read independently for their own
purposes.

„

Schedul ing suggestions were included for teachers who
use reading groups and who wish to offer students meaningful
alternatives to round robin oral reading.

A schedul ing

suggestion for special days with altered time frames was
developed as wel l .

Cone 1 us i ons

It is imperative that chi 1dren read for a purpose in
order to expand their reading experience, their reading
enjoyment and their understanding of the role reading plays
in l ife.

Limiting chi 1dren's reading experience to an oral

reading circ1e is unfair to students and unnecessari 1y

restricts their view of reading.

Numerous alternatives to

the tradition of round robin oral reading are avai lable.
Teachers must uti l ize some of those alternatives in order to

better prepare their students for a l ife of reading.
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INTRODUCTION

The tradi t i onal pr imary read i ng pr ogram consi sts o-f

three readi ng grdups, cal 1ed i n turn to read oral 1y to the

teacher.

Whi le vth^^e oral groups may have merit as a means

o-f ewal uat i on or of dewe I op i ng oral express i on wh i 1 e

readi ng, ch i ldren''s readi ng exper i ences shoul d not be

1 i m i ted to round rob i n oral read i hg i n unchang i ng groups.
Th i s au thor has observed that teachers are not us i ng

the i r t i me effec t i ve1y due to constrai n is p1 aced oh them by
oral reading groups.

Gh ! 1 dren 1 ack freedom of chgice vjhen

confined to this system, and time is los.t from other

i mpor tant i nstruc t i onal curr icula.

The pr inc i pal wi th whom

this author works has also observed that teachers are

unnecessar i 1y 1 imi t i ng themselves and their students to the

constraints of non-flexible rotating reading groups.
Round robin oral readi ng bores chi ldren, l imits their

understanding of the role reading plays in l ife, reduces the

time during wh i ch ch i Idren interact with the printed word,
provides an anxiety-fi 1 led environment for reading, takes
time away from other subjects and ties the teacher to "the

reading table," perhaps, uhhecessari lyi
A1ternat ives to oral readi ng i n groups are cer ta in1y

ava i 1 abl e.

Th i s p'^oJ®c t wi ll make i ts aud i ence aware of

some of these alternatives and wi l l prov i de schedul ing
suggestions to assist in using them.

■ ;^RATIONALE:^:.^^:^V:y:. ;

"Readi ng ali^ays h

and remains - a means ohF

ass i mi 1 at i ng i ntbrmat I on y aqu i r i ng kngwl^

, ga i n i ng

i nsi gh t, and rece i w i ng i nsp i rat 1 on +rqm In^^ y 1 duals who are
not aval rabl e for -f ace-td—face conversat I 6ns and
i n terac t i ons."

Schodls. 1980)
the au thof^

t

Framet^ork for Cal i -forn i a Publ i c

Reading i S a 1ong distance di scussi oh wi th

11 usual 1 y i s s i 1 en t < tor speed and re ten t i on >;

it usual 1y is done i ndependently < on 1y two can par tie i pate:
the author and the reader); and it usual 1y Involves the

reader's select i on of materi als <al1qwtng for commi tmen t and
involyement).

(Goodman, 1980)

Read i ng is a problem solving process through which we

discover the author's meaning and bui ld meanIng for
ourselves by uslng our own 1anguage, thoughts, and wor1d

view.

<Goodman ^ 1980^

''Readi ng i s a matter of quickly

perceiving l anguage patterns which are based on oral
language and hab its of speaki ng;

read i ng is not the

processi ng of word af ter word i n a sequen ti al manner."
(Readi ho Framework for Cal i forni a Publ i c Schools. 1980)

The readi ng process operates on three overlapp i ng and
interrelated levels at al 1 stages of the educat i on

con t i nuum;
3)

1)

Learning to read.

Reading for 1 Ife.

2)

Reading to learn.

Addi tional1y» the four processes of

language, which are listening^ speaking, reading and

writing) are interre1ated and must be a part of a well
thought out reading program.

<Read!no Framework for

Cal ifornia Publ ic Schools. 1980)

Reading may be si lent or oral but its purpose must

always be to gain meaning from the printed page.

When

chi Idren read oral 1y in school , acquisition of meaning may
be hampered.

Oral reading occurs in schools for a variety

of reasons, the most justifiable of which are communication

and evaluation.

Research shows that oral reading done for

other purposes may have l ittle or no educational

value.

Artley states, "The primary function of oral reading is
to interpret to interested 1 isteners that which is in

print."

(Spache, 1986)

objectives!

Oral reading should have two

to develop in readers the art of oral

expression, and to deve1 op a positive atti tude toward such

shared reading and

reading in general .

(Spache, 1986)

Goodman <1980) adds that whi le reading has been described as

a private process which is best when not interrupted, the

evaluation of reading is important.
serves two purposes:

Evaluation of reading

to be aware of the variety of

materials which students are reading and to be aware of
their success in working with those materials.

That reading is a private process and oral reading is
for sharing or evaluation leads Chambers to observe that

there should be a purpose for oral reading such as

entertaining, creating a mood, sharing something or relaying
information. XSpache, 1986)

"There is no reason why each

chi ld needs to read orally each day or even each week."

<Spache, 1986)

Alternatives are suggested within the Spache

book and in the text of this project.

"Research evidence has existed for some time indicating

that most i ndiV i duals cannot comprehend as we 1 1 when readi ng

oral ly as they do when reading si lently."

(Spache, 1986)

It is hoped that during the reading process the reader wi l l

select cues from print, predict what is written, then check
the semantic and syntactic acceptability of those
predictions.

If the prediction was not acceptable the

reader must reread,or re-think.

(Crafton, 1982)

Round

robin oral reading stifles this process, inhibiting the
acquisition of meaning.

During round robin oral reading even the good reader
can read no faster than the group.

down to keep the pace."

The "child must slow

(Spache, 1986)

Rather than

following the intel lectual ly sophisticated process described
in the above paragraphs. Goldsmith observed that the student

in the round robin reading circle learns "to tune out the

poorest readers, to pretend to be fol lowing the reader, to

try to read as slowly as the poorer readers in the group, to
pay so much attention to getting the words correct . . .

that the reader never gets the message of the story."
(Spache, 1986)

Most contemporary authors, whi le not directly
denouncing round robin oral reading, do so by the omission

of its mention.

Martin (1967) provides an example in his

observation that we should Involve the students in

o-f language, mak ing i t come al l ve for them.

the use

Such

experiences with 1anguage are a far cry from the l imited
experiences of round robin reading.
A1though aware of objections to oral reading, many

teachers continue to overemphasize or misuse the practice,
perhaps due to resistance to change.

Others cl ing to the

habit with a sincere but mistaken be 1ief in

effectiveness as an instructional technique.

its

<Spachej 1986)

"Oral reading" too frequently takes the form of round robin

oral reading.

Round robin oral reading does not do the good

which its proponents c1 aim.

Whi le it is assumed that oral

reading permits teacher observation of a chiId's knowledge

of readi ng vocabu1ary, 11 I n fac t causes emphas i s on word
cal 1 ing at the expense of comprehension.

That oral reading

permits the teacher to observe error tehdencies and word
attack habits assumes that the teacher hears and records

most of each chi 1d's errors for subsequent analysis.

That

oral reading promotes group spirit and identificat ion

overlooks the boredom and inattention present among the
better readers in the group.

Saying that oral reading gives

each chi Id practice in proper, phrasing, p i tch , inflection
and other speech habits assumes that the teacher actually

directs and corrects speech habits; the practice in fact

emphasizes oral reading at sight thus promoting what is
basical 1y an inferior and unnatural oral performance.

Further claims for oral reading state that it provides for

8

personal contact between the pupi 1 and teacher, thus
strefngthening the ch i 1 d's ego and soc i al judgement; oral

reading is actual ly a threatening, anxiety-producing
experience for the poor reader or the chi ld with speech
handicaps.

Final ly, oral reading proponents claim that it

provides foundational training for si lent reading abil i ty;

they assume that si lent and oral reading are simi 1ar and
mutual ly supporting processes.

(Spache, 1986)

Crafton <1982) further supports the shortcomings of
round robin oral reading by observing that the prbcess does

not encourage the use of the three strategies of predicting,
confirming and comprehending.
necessary reader-author

meanihglessly.

The student loses the

interaction as he mouths the words

During oral reading the excessive focus on

i ndi v i dual words does not al l^w the student to gather
meaning from the passage in its entirety.

"A concern for

accuracy can actual 1y mask a true breakdown in the read i ng
process."

(Goodman, 1980)

Citing the above research as evidence, it is obvious
that oral reading alone can not possibly comprise a total

reading program.' A good reading program should address
several areas in order to allow readers to develop in al l

levels:
l ife.

learning to read, reading to learn and reading for

According to the Reading Framework for Cal ifornia

Publ i c Schools <1980), the areas to be taught include;
Reading readiness.

Listening improvement.

Oral language development and oral reading.
Wr i t i ng.

Vocabulary and concept development.
Comprehension development.

Decoding/language processing.
Reading in content areas.
Study/locational

ski l ls.

F1exibi 1 ity/rate and purpose.
Reading and l iterature.
Personal reading.
Even a casual

observer wi 11

note that roUnd robin oral

reading wi 1 1 not address all of the named components.

Teachers must pi an careful ly and organize well
i nc1ude al 1 of the areas ment i oned.

in order to

Teachers should g i ve

wholeclass instruction, small group instruction and
personalized or

individual ized instruction to the chi ldren.

Students should have opportunities to participate at

l earn i ng stat i ons, be in team or par tner read!ng si tuat i ons
and work with cross age or peer tutors.

for Cal ifornia Fubl ic Schools. 1980)

(Reading Framework

Providing alternatives

to round robin oral reading becomes not simply a solution to
a time problem, it becomes essential

to a we 1 1 rounded and

well organized meaningful reading program.
In further developing the rationale for providing
alternat i ves to round robln oral readi ng one must cons i der
the purpose for reading and reading instruction.

Of the six

broad be 1 iefs about reading discussed by Crafton <1982),
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this author would -focus on

the one which states that

language i s the means to .an end, not an end i n i tsel-f.

We

teach reading to giye chi 1dren a tool

The

to use for life.

1 earner wi11 benef it most who is i nvolyed, i nterested and
ac t i ye 1 -/par t ici pates i n the read i ng process.

"The role the

learner plays in his or her own learning will haye an impact

on the qual ity of learning."

(Goodman, 1980)

Al though actiye 1 earning enyironments may not be as

easy for the teacher to organize, teachers must permit

students "to explore, to take risks, and to make mistakes"
respec t i ng "the i r i nte11ec tual capac i ty and their i nyestment
i n the 1earni ng process."

"The teacher becomes respons i ble

, . . for organizing the instructiohal enyironment so that
pupiIs wilI deyelop a conscious awareness of and
responsibil ity for their personal inyolyement in the

process." (Goodman, 1980)
Good use

of

instructibna1

time

is essential

and

requires joint effort on the part of teachers and students.
Paraphrazing Ber1 iner and Rosenshine, Aul Is (1982) said,
"Effectiye

teachers create

instructional

conditions in which

pupi 1s can spend significantly larger proportions of time
reading and teachers can spend most of their classroom time

in direct instruction of new ski 1 1s or strategies."

This is

not as easy as it sounds as eyidenced by the many books

publ ished on the topic.

pupi l

time is critical

"Wise use of both teacher time and

in classroom organization."

1982)
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(Aulls,

It is important -for pupi ls to use their time akiay from
the teacher constructively.

major concern.

Poor use of student time

"On visits to classrooms one

is a

is l ikely to

see students spending large amounts of time not engaged in
learning."

(Denham and Lieberman, I?80>

A study by Thurlow

<1984) revealed that,

"Of the 120 minutes of scheduled [reading] time during
one school day, about 80 minutes actual 1y were
al located to reading instruction. About 18 minutes of
this time involved the teacher making active teaching
responses toward the student. . . '. Of the 80 minutes
allocated to reading, on 1y about 20 minutes actually

i nvolved the student be ing engaged i n act ive academi c
responses, with only about 10 minutes in reading
responses <8 mi nutes i n si 1ent readi ng, 2 mi nutes i n

oral reading). On the other hand, over 40 minutes of
the reading period were spent engaged in task
management or wai t ing responses."

"That students learn to read by practicing reading

makes sense from both an empirical and logical standpoint."
(Thur'low, 1984)

"Increasing engaged time can be viewed as

an important intervention strategy because student engaged
time . . . is an

by the teacher."

alterable variable

(Bloom, 1980)

that can

be controlled

"Efforts need to be made to

translate this awareness into actual strategies to increase
academic responding in classrooms."

(Thurlow, 1984)

It is

hoped that the alternatives to round robin oral reading
suggested in this project, wi l l lead to increasing the time
which students spend reading.

Additional evidence supporting the use of enriching
activities as alternatives to round robin oral reading are

cited in passages which foi low.
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Success in reading depends

on "children becoming deep!y InMolved with exceVlent
l iterature on a day to day basis."

"Numerous studies have

shown the correlation between enriched learning experiences
and success in reading.

Conversely, the same studies serve

to point up t he re 1 at i onsh i p between a dearth o-f experience
and -failure in reading." <Coody, 1983)
"Language is used as a means to an end--to learn more

about the world."

(Rhodes)

Restricting reading to round

robin oral experiences probably does not involve students

su-f-f i c i en tl y to encourage reading to become part o-f their
da i 1y 1 i v es.

Discouraged in the round robin setting, creative
expression is more 1 ikely possible while students are

engaged In alternative reading activities.
activities turn dormant buds into blossoms.

"Creative
Any chi ld or

adul t expands as he real Izes that he is expressing himsel -f
in his own way."

(Larrick, 1963)

Creative activities such as drama, used as alternatives
to round robin oral reading, help each chi Id develop
personal ly and academ i cal 1 y.

While inclusion o-f creative

drama in class wi l l not insure the rneeting o-f al 1 basic
educational objectives "many objectives o-f modern education

and creative drama are unquestionably shared."
1984)

(McCasl in,

Among these are: creativity, critlcal thinking,

social growth, improved communication sk i 1 1 s, devel opmen t o-f
values and knowledge o-f sel -f.
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The ultimate goal 0+ a reading program is that "The
reader is as active in searching -for meaning as is the
ujr i ter i n creat i ng wr i tten 1 anguage."

(Goodman , 1980)

As

this rationale has shown, round robin oral reading draws
students away from reading -For meaning and often becomes a

word cal1 ing exercise.

The steps of predicting, confirming

and integrating meaning as students read are often lost.
Student use of time Is poor because students are not
involved personal ly in the reading process.
The teacher p1 ays the most significant role in

reading instruction in the school setting. To be effective
teachers must provide alternatives to round robin oral
reading through a variety of activities which are

non—threatening, interesting, personally involving and which
provide students with a purpose for reading.
provided are only tools which

fit-

The materials

the teacher uses as she sees

"In the hands of a master artist good tools can be

used to produce a great work of art."

(Goodman, 1980)

Simi larly, teachers have the awesome responsibi 1 ity to use

the tools given to them to shape a generation of chi ldren to
become interested, involved, inte1 1ectual1y al ive readers.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The basic goal of this project is to provide the
classroom teacher with successful

alternatives to dai ly

round robin oral reading.

Whi le oral reading is useful as a form of evaluation,
for developing oral expression and for sharing the printed
word with others, most oral reading in groups is done as a
tradition and serves no real learning nor evaluative
purpose. <Spache, 1986)

Chi ldren may be inattentive and,

therefore, may not benefit from the process.

Teachers may

not be spending their time productively during oral reading
groups and strict adherence to formal reading groups may
reduce the time available to teach other school subjects.

This project wi 1 1 propose altering an existing
traditional oral reading program.

Its purpose is not only

to offer alternatives to round robin oral reading, but also

to increase student involvement in the reading process,
therefore increasing the time spent on task in reading and
reading-related activities.

As interesting alternatives

become avai lable, chi ldren may become increasingly involved
in the learning process, thereby assuming a more active role
in

their own

education.

For chi ldren to be engaged productively in meaningful

reading and reading-re1ated activities for longer periods of
time is the desired effect of this project.

15

The spec i -f i c goal s to be ach i eved bx proM i di ng ch i 1 dr'®h
with alternatlMes to round robin oral reading are numerous.
Fol1 owlng are the goals whi ch th i s project proposes to
accompl i sh.

Accompanxing each goal statement is one or more

appropriate objective.

Goal 1.

It is this author's intent that oral reading

wi l l serve a purpose.

Objective 1 A.

Teachers wi l1 1 imit oral reading bx

Students to evaluation o-f the student or as a means of

helping the student read with appropriate oral expression.
Objective

i

B.

Students wi ll

learn

to read with

appropriate expression as a means of communicating with
others.

Goal 2.

As reading becomes more interesting to the

students, thex wi ll develop independence as readers.
Related goals of this project include that chi ldren wi l l
make some choi ces i n thei r reading program, that thex wi l l

learn to read for pleasure and that through increased

i nvolvement i n the i r own read'hg prdgram

wi l l develop

sk iI Is wh i ch wi 11 1aunch them on a 1 i felong readi ng

;

adventure.

Object ive 2 A.

Students wi11 develop a more posi t i ve

attitude toward reading.
Object i ve 2 B.

Studen ts wi l 1 understand that readi ng

is not l imited to round robin oral reading.
Objective 2 C.

Parents wi l l understand that reading

is not 1 imited to round rob in oral read i ngi

16

ObJectiMe 2 D.

Students will begin to use higher

level cognitive processes.

Gba1 3.

As students become more personally involved in

reading, i t is hoped that they wil 1 spend more time "on

task" in reading and reading-related activities.

Children

should begin to engage in reading spohtaneously, without
being directed by the teacher to do so.

Objective 3 A.

Students wi ll spend more time "on

task" whi 1e engaged in reading and reading-related
ac t i V i t i es.

Objective 3 B.

Students wi l 1 enoaoe in meaning-ful

i ndependen t ac t i v i ties.

Objective 3 C.

Students wi 11 have opportunities to

read -for a purpose.

Goal 4.

There wi ll be a positive environment for

reading, including non-threatening reading and learning
experiences for the chi 1dren.

Object i ve 4 A.

Students wi l l enjoy reading.

Objective 4 B.

Students will read for pleasure.

Objective 4 C.

Students will

not show sions of

anxiety during reading groups.

Goal 5.

The modifications recommended by this project

wi ll help to foster responsibi 1 ity in the students and wi ll

help them develop an awareness that reading is for their own

benefit, not 1 imited to being a teacher-pleasing activity.
Objective 5.

Students wi l l read responsibly without

the teacher hearing every word.
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Goal 6.

1t is the opinion of this author that chi ldren

should experience some f1 exibi 1 ity in grouping whi le working

independent1y and whi 1e making choices at learning centers.
It

is the

intent of

this author

that chi 1dren

interact with

students outside their usual reading group in order that
model ing and awareness of others may occur.
QbJ ec t i ve 6.

Students wi ll have opportunities to

engage in reading activities with others who are not members
of their usual reading group.

Goal 7.

It is hoped that teachers wi l l

have more time

to interact personally with the students outside the
confines of the formal reading group.
Object ive 7.

Students wi ll

interact with

the teacher

individual ly in situations outside the daily reading group.

Goa1 8.
more

By al ter i ng ex i st i ng schedul i ng there wi 11 be

instructional

time available for

the

teacher

to teach

other important school subjects.
Goal 9.

Finally, it is a goal of this project that on

days when a carefully planned schedule is altered due to an
assembly or fire dri ll , by using some of the suggestions
included, teachers wi ll have avai lable alternative reading
strategies which allow for meaningful reading instruction.
Objective 9.

Students wi 1 1

stiI 1

benefit from a

meaningful reading experience on "special schedule" days.
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CURRICULUM FEATURES

This author has encountered numerous alternatives to

round robin oral reading -from sources including texts,
in tervi ews w i th

journals.

teachers and a review o-f educational

Some o-f the ideas are ready -for immediate

implementation, others wi l l require considerable preparation
or adaptation.

In many instances simi lar ideas were

encountered from diverse sources.

It was not uncommon for

modifications of a core idea to resurface repeatedly.
The curriculum section of this project includes many

suggest i ons for spec i f ic a1 ternat i ve,s to round robin oral
reading.

In some cases the author has described possible

■ ..

■

'.

.

■ . ■'

■■ ■

r-

■

■

' ■

variationsj in other cases the ideas are presented in only
ons form.

In

all

cases the author

invites the reader

to

stretch his or her imagination and change, modify or adapt
the suggestions into a form which is useful

to himself.

Due to the diversity and length of this section it has
been divided into four major sec tj ons:

I.

II.

III.
IV.

Reading with the teacher.

Reading away from the teacher.

Enrichment or post-reading activities.
Longer alternatives and units.

It is understood that some of the suggestions could readi ly

fit into other categories.

These groupings were made in an

effort to put the large volume of ideas into meaningfu1

19

sub-groups.

Within those sub-groups, however, there is no

particular order.

Occas i onal b i b1 i ogr aph i cal r eiFerences are not i n tended
to indicate the only source o-f informatibn abpvt the

strategy being described, but wi ll give the reader who is
interested a suggestion oi where more informatibn may be
•found on the topic.
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Section
In

I.

Reading with

this section

the Teacher.

are activities which

di -f-fer -from round

robin oral reading, but which require the immediate presence
and direction

o-f

the

teacher.

Included

in

this section

are

alternatives which, whi le largely independent, require the

teacher's direct participation at the beginning or
conclusion

1.

o-f

the

lesson.

Echoic reading.

reads a passage.

Ei ther the teacher or a student

Other students then echo the passage as

read in an effort to improve oral expression whi le reading.
<Aulls, 1982)

2.

Choral reading.

Done as a class, smal l group or

with assigned parts, students read prose or poetry al l
together.

This helps students to bui ld confidence and to

improve oral expression whi le reading. (Aul ls, 1982)

3.
wi ll

Creative drama.

Use of any of the fol lowing ideas

improve students' comprehension, oral expression and

enjoyment of the story.

As the teacher or a student reads

parts of the story, students tel l
movements.

the story with their own

Chi ldren may pantomime a scene whi le others

guess what is happening, based on their knowledge of the
story which they have already read.
play which is in the book.

4.

Readers Theatre.

Students may present a

(Aulls, 1982)

Students adapt a text which has

dialog into a play format with characters' parts and

narrator's parts labeled.

Chi ldren practice reading with
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appropriate expression and present the play, reading the
parts, without use of props or costumes.
5.

Role reading.

(McCasl in, 1984)

If a story contains dialog let

children read the various parts spoken by each character;
each chi 1d reading a part as in a play.

Let one chi ld act

as narrator to read any necessary description of the
settings, etc.

6.

<Spache, 1986)

Re-reading.

With each chi ld having different

reading material direct students to select passages which
f i t cer tai n cr i ter i a, such as appeal i ng to a cer ta i n sense.

Al low the children ample time to locate and practice reading
the passage they have found.

Then as the 1 isteners are

focused on the designated criteria, have each chi ld read his
selected passage to the rest of the group.
6a.

Uar i ati ons to re-reading.

<Gray, 1984)

Have children pract i ce

reading any passage until they are confident enough to read
it aloud to the rest of the group or class.

Children may

choose passages based on personal preference or to answer a
particular question or i l lustrate a point.

7.

Group oral reading.

After practicing independently

chi ldren read a passage orally together in unison.

This

al1ows weaker readers to practice better inflection and feel

more confident of their reading abi l ity.
8.

Re-read with the teacher.

Have student practice

reading a passage oral ly with the teacher unti l

l ike language to him.
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it sounds

9.

Teacher reads to students.

This al lows chi ldren to

hear their story read with <hopefu1 1y) proper intonation and
inflection and al 1ows chi 1dren to simply enjoy their story.

Fol lowing this Is a good time to ask higher level questions

because the chi ldren have concentrated on the story content,

rather than struggl ing through the individual words.
10.

Shared reading.

The teacher and student<s) may

take turns reading a story.

This keeps the story l ively and

interesting and al 1ows for mode 1 ing good reading behavior.
11.

"Trade off" or "Stump the Teacher."

the passage si lently or with buddies.

Students read

They then develop

questions about the story to ask the teacher.

Encourage

higher level questions.
11a.

Trade off variation.

Have students trade off

amon^ themselves and ask each other questions which they

have developed.

01der chi 1dren may take special del ight in

this as they try to trick

their friends with

a difficult

quest i on.

12.

Zip cloze.

Use the overhead projector.

Write a

passage on a transparency and put masking tape over the

words which are to be hidden.

which could fit in the blanks.
tape to reveal

Students predict the word

Teacher then zips off the

the correct word.

Class should discuss the

other guesses and decide if they were appropriate.

Chi ldren

should give reasons for their guesses.
13.

Wordsearch on the page.

Have chi ldren skim to

find certain words on a page or in a story.
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Younger

ch i Idren shou I d search -for spec i -fie words.

Better readers

could look -for categories o-f words such as words wh i ch evoke
■feel ings or which appeal
sight, and so on).
de-fine what

to a certain sense < touch, sme 1 1 ,

Parts o-f speech could also be used to

the chi ldren are looking -for.

In addition to

doing this actiVity in the reading group, it could easi ly be

used as a seatwork activity.

Chi 1dren could generate 1 ists

o-f adjectives, for example, and make a book or bul letin

board display.

Such projects cou1d be ongoing with future

1essons buiTding on previous days' lessons.
14.

Phrase search.

This is simi lar

to the wordsearch

actiVity descrfbed in the preceding paragraph.

Chi ldren

search for phrases which are scary, beautiful , depict
calmness, indicate confusion, and so on.

They may read

their phrases to the group or write them on paper, depending

on t^he purpose of the lesson.
15.

Story cards.

To encourage chi ldren to follow a

story c1ose1y, write the story on cards.

1 isten and read their part when it

Chi ldren must

is their

turn.

<Note;

This actiVIty requIres considerable teacher preparation.)
16.

A)ocabulary prediction.

mean i ng of

vocabu1ary words.

Have students predict

the

After using them i n samp 1e

sentences and locating them in stories chi ldren wi l l confirm
their guesses or refine their predictions.
their

Story

words are

When they read

they wi 1 1 be more confident because

famil iar

to them.
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the new

17.

DRTA.

Directed reading and thinking activity

begins with the chiVdren stating what they think a story
wi ll be about based on the tit1e and pictures.

students begi n read i ng the story.

is about what they predicted.

Have

Di scuss whe ther the story

Predict the next section in a

similar manner, read, discuss and decide if the predictions
were correct.

Continue in this manner to encourage the

chi ldren to predict and confirm sections of the story.

More

advanced readers wi 11 be able to read longer sections of
text at a time.

To address the problem of chi ldren reading

at different rates, provide children with a piece of paper
<perhaps 1abe1ed with the tit1e of the story or section) and
allow the faster readers to draw an event from the story

whi le waiting for the others to finish.
18.

Schema bui 1 ding.

<Aulls, 1982)

When a story involves a new

concept, write the word which names that concept on the
board4

Have children brainstorm about what

possibly mean.

The teacher then telIs the chi ldren a series

of f^cts about the concept.
have

the ch i 1dren

As the teacher reads the facts,

dec i de wh i ch

wi ll not fit the concept.
new

it could

ideas which fit.

of

thei r

bra i nstormed

Cross those off the l ist.

Continue unti 1

the

1 ist on

i deas

Add

the board

describes the new concept and the chi ldren understand it.
19.

Language experience.

Have a chi ld tel l

teacher or an adult about an experience.

the

The adult is to

write the chi 1d's words as he speaks.

Then have the chi ld

read his own words back to the adult.

This can be done
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in a

group, creating a group story, or individual ly.

Young

ch i 1 dren bene-f i t espec i a1 1 y -from this method as they -feel

confident at be i rig able to read wi th so 1 i 111 e effort.
20.

Previewing.

of a story.

Have the chi ldren look at the title

Then allow them to look through the whole

story, noticing the pictures and captions if there are any.

Discuss with the students what the story might b,e about
beised on the pictures and captions.

Once their interest is

aroused and they have an idea of what it will be about, have
them read the story si lently.
21.

Comic strip frames.

blank comic strip frames.

Distribute to each chi ld

After they read the story have

each chi ld draw a cartoon of what happened.

This wi ll al low

the teacher to monitor the students' comprehension and wi l l
make the chi ldren aware of the sequence of events in the
story.

Use this as a technique whi 1e waiting for other

members of a group to finish reading a passage or story.

22.

Concept attainment as a prereading strategy.

Make

two l ists on the board; a list labeled "yes" and one labeled

"no."

Uli thou t def i n i ng the concept verbally give clues.

Positive c1ues wi 11 be placed in the "yes" column and
negative clues wi l l

be placed in the "no" column.

As clues

are given have chi ldren guess at the concept you are

defining.

After the concept is discovered, assign the

chi ldren related reading.

Since they discovered the concept

for themselves they should be very enthusiastic about

reading the story or passage.
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.

23.

Oral

answers.

story si lently.

A1 1ow the chi ldren

to read the

Then discuss it and ask questions.

Have

students use oral readi ng to i 1 1 ustrate -facts of the story,
not simply to reread the story. <Spache, 1986)

24.
ahead.

Question cards.

Teacher prepares question cards

After students have read the se1ection si 1 en11y,

pass out the question cards.

Allow students- several minutes

to reread the story as needed and find answers to the

question card they have.

Have students read oral ly passages

which support their answer.

Some of the questions should

require higher level thought.

<See Appendix, p. 74, for

question ideas.)
25.

Written

conversations.

The

teacher

writes a

message to a student or students which encourages a response
of more

than

a few words.

The chi ld

then writes an

answer.

The teacher and student carry on a conversation in writing.

Do not criticize spe11 ing, punctuation or penmanship during
th i s exerc i se.

25a.
on

Written conversation variation.

a simi lar

written

conversation

with

each

Students carry
other.

Depending on the age of the student the teacher may wish to
stay nearby and monitor the activity, offering help or ideas
if they are requested.
26.

Question writing.

Students may write questions

for each other or for the teacher.
write responses.'
who wrote them.

Those answering must

The answers may be "graded" by the person
Some discussions may fol low as disagreeing
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students just i -fy their answers.

Students wi l l

certainly be

inuolued in the story and -follow-up questions using this
method.

When using this method the -first time the teacher

should supervise the activity.

Responsible students may be

able to do this on their own a-fter they have had some

pract ice at

27.

i t.



Pantomime.

A-fter reading the story si lently have

students pantomime parts o-f the story.

The others in the

group may guess which scene is bejng depicted.

27a.

Pantomime variation.

request the scene which wi ll

28.

Acting.

Students or teacher may

be enacted by volunteers.

Whi 1e someone reads a passage have

students who feel comfortable act out what is happening in
the story.

28a.

Acting variation.

To include al l of the chi ldren

without singling out any one chi ld, read a passage and have
al l

the chi ldren imagine that they are there and act out the

scene at their place.

With al l of the chi ldren involved,

attention wi ll not be drawn to a shy chi ld who might not
otherwise participate.
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Section

II.

Reading Away -from

Included

in section

II

the Teacher.

are activities which

involve

reading but which do not require the direct supervision o-f

the teacher.

Ideas for independent reading and learning

centers, as wel l as writing and book report a1ternatives,
are included

1.

in

this section.

Partner or buddy reading.

Have chi ldren from the

same reading group work in pairs or triads reading to each
other.

Al low

them freedom to decide who wi l l

parts.

They are usual 1y quite responsible and fair in

dividing the reading responsibi l ities.

read which

They seem to enjoy

the relative freedom, lack of pressure and more frequent
turns when using this oral reading variation.

Buddy reading

may be just for fun, with no follow-up activity, or may be
followed with a group discussion or written exercise,
depending on the goals of the lesson.

2.

SRA.

This is a commercial1y made reading kit which

allows chi ldren to read si lently and answer comprehension
and ski l l

questions.

This author has found that the

chi 1dren enjoy it as an occasional alternative, but this
author would not recommend it as a major part of a reading
program.

3.

.

Si 1 ent reading.

Si lent reading may be directed or

independent, for a specific purpose or for fun, assigned or
with free choice of reading materia1.

Due to its diversity

several sub-sections are devoted to si lent reading ideas.
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It is noted that si lent reading precedes many o-f the
suggested actiyities in this section.

3a.

SSR or SQRT.

SSR <Sustained Si 1 ent Reading) also

known as SQRT (pronounced "squirt," Super Quiet Reading
Time) is a si lent reading activi ty which encourages chi ldren

to read for pi easur.e.

The teacher model s si 1 en t readi ng

behayior while the chi ldren read si lent1y.

There are no

worksheets nor anxiety-producing demands associated with
this actiyity.

It is simply reading for fun with the

teacher reading si 1 ently also.

It adds interest if the

teacher or a few student uolunteers brief1y tel1 about an

especial ly interesting book they haye been reading.

Children wi11 frequently request a book after hearing how
gdod it is from their teacher or classmates.

3b.

Si lent reading with worksheet.

Chi ldren may be

assigned si lent reading wi th a worksheet as follow-up.

The

worksheet should include questions at different leueIs so

the students can demonstrate their understanding of, and

interaction with, the story.

(See Appendix, p. 74, "Six

leyels of comprehension questions," for a guide to
teacher-made questions.)

3c.
wi l l

Si 1 ent reading to fol1ow directions.

Students

be more interested and inyolyed when they read a series

of directions and do as they are instructed.

The result may

be the performance of a science experiment, preparation of

food, an art project such as origami , making an airplane,
drawing a cartoon or animal and so oh.
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Children are

•frequently interested in craft books and directed drawing
books.

Chi Idren's cookbooks are also a source of

interest.

<Note;

Teachers may wish to consider whether they are

prepared spacial ly and financial ly for cooking experiences.
If this presents no problem, the chi ldren wi l l certainly
enjoy reading for such a purpose.)

3d.

Si 1 ent reading fol1 owed by discussion.

After

reading an assigned passage, chi 1dren wi 11 return to the
reading table and discuss the story which they have read.

The level of discussion should involve higher level thought
and should involve al l

of the students.

Questions may be

asked of volunteers or assigned by the teacher.

Discussion

and justification of opinions should be encouraged.
4.

Independent reading contracts.

may take diverse forms.

Reading contracts

Depending on the level and

responsibi l ity of the student, reading may be assigned or
may be the student's choice.

The contract may amount to an

asslgment sheet or become a record of the student's personal
reading.

Some examples of reading contracts appear in the

Appendix, p. 82, of this project.

5.

Story frames.

Story frames are a type of outl ine

which is used as a guide to better comprehension of the

story.

A story frame is simi lar to a paragraph with major

phrases missing.

After reading a passage students are to

decide what phrase or sentence could fi t in the blank,
describing the events in the story which they have read.

This should be a group lesson when presented initially.
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A-fter some pract i ce the ch i 1 dren should be able to work on
story -frames independently^

(Fowler, 1982)

(Examples o-f

story -frames are in the Appendix, p. 84, o-f this project.)
6.

Maps.

A-fter students, have read the story, have

them draw a map of the 1ocation as they understand it.

Let

students compare their maps and discuss why they are
different.

7.

Timel ines.

After students have read the story,

have them draw a timel ine of the events in the story.

Discuss whether the time l ine wi 11

include events separated

by years, months, days or minutes and what parts of the
story helped them make that decision.
8.

Cartoon strip.

After reading the story have the

students make a cartoon strip of the story.

This wil l not

only give them practice in sequencing but wi ll help them
decide which are the main events in the story.

Cartoon

frame formats l ike the one in Appendix, p. 87, may be
usefu1.

9.

Il lustrate a story or series of directions.

To

demonstrate comprehension in an enjoyable way, have students
make an

i1 1ustration of a scene from the story.

The

i l lustration may be in answer to a question (such as asking

them to draw a scary, exciting or beautiful part) or may be
any scene of their choice.

Il lustrations should either have

a caption or be accompanied by an oral explanation of the

picture.

The student''s picture and explanation wi ll help

the teacher evaluate the chi ld's understanding of the story.
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10.

Pupi l - pupi l reading.

assistants in the classroom.

Students can be invaluable

Unl ike buddy reading, this

ac t i V i ty pa i rs students o-f d i -f-feren t abi 1 i t i es to read
toge ther.

1Oa.

Mariation - peer tutoring.

Chi ldren in the same

class but -from different reading groups read together.

The

better reader prow i des a mode 1 -for the weaker reader and is

often able to explain concepts in "kid talk" which both
ch i 1dren

understand.

10b.

Mariat ion - cross grade level tutoring.

Working

with students from another grade level , chi ldren read
together.

This is a definite confidence-booster for the

older child and is helpful for the younger chi ld who
receives individual attention.

This activity is not l imited

to the traditional intermediate - primary exchange.

This

author works wi th a second grade teacher whose students are
the "experienced readers" for a kindergarten class!
11.

Learning centers.

Learning centers, also known as

interest centers or game centers, make learning fun by
active1y involVing the chi ldren in reading.

This is an

opportunity for children from different reading groups to
interact with and help one another.

Such centers may be

open to individual preference and choice or may be assigned
by the teacher according to the student's needs.

Centers

help balance the use of student time away from the teacher,

providing them with a wide wariety of learning opportunities
and approaches.

Several methods of monitoring student use
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o-f centers are avai l able.

Some contract suggestions for

such monitoring are presented in the Appendix, p. 88, of

this project.

Au11s <1982) and Uan Al len both provide

further suggestions for learning centers.

Many books are

avai lable at teacher suppli' stores which suggest specific
activities.
11a.

Fol lowing are a few general suggestions.

Variation - l istening center.

Provide chi ldren

with an opportunity to listen to tapes of stories.

This is

fun for the chi1dren and al lows them to hear good reading.
Tapes may be commercial or teacher-made.

Mb. Var iat i on - fol 1 owi ng directions.

Students may

make a food or create an origami figure by fol lowing written
directions.

Any project which involves step by step

instructions is appropriate for this activity.

Commercial ly

made centers are avai 1able, or the teacher may make her own.

Such centers may enrich a basal reader story, may accompany
a study in a content area or may be an end in themselves.

11c.

Variation - newsfi les.

Newsfi 1es provide

teachers with an inexpensive way to use periodicals to
supplement the reading program.

Tn brief, se1ect artic1es

from periodicals which have broad appeal and which deal with
a wide variety of topics.

Cut them out.

Glue them to stiff

paper or fi 1e folders and manipulate the text.

You may

cross out words in a cloze procedure or cut the text apart
and use i t i n a sequenc i ng ac t i v i ty.

All cards are

se 1 f-correcting as answers are on the back of the card.

Cards should be color coded according to the ski l l which
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they reinforce.

Chi ldren with special needs wi ll

be

directed to do cards of a certain color to assure that they

are receiving needed practice in weak ski l l

12.

Hand sl ide viewers.

areas.

CAtwel l)

Made with an envelope or

folded paper and hav i ng w i ndows cut in front for vieMjing
questions and In back for answers, these hand made
manipu1 atives may provide comprehension or enrichment
questions.

Whi le the envelope with the windows may be

re-used, a si ider for the Inside, on which the questions and
answers are written, is changed with each new story
assigned.

These si ide viewers are teacher made.

(More

detai led instructions for creating sl ide viewers are in the
Appendix, p. 91, of this project.)
12a.

(^'ariation

students make

to hand sl ide viewer ac t i v i ty.

their own si iders and create

Have

their own

questions to ask each other or the teacher.

This works well

not only to accompany the basal reader, but to add interest

and assure comprehension in content areas as well.

13,

reads.

Writing activi ties.

When a chi 1d writes, he

Wr1tlng is a relatively independent activity for

chi ldren grades 3 and up.

The chi ldren should be interested

In what they are writ1ng and should be made to real ize that'
writing is, indeed, a reading activity.
are as varied as the human race.

Writing activi ties

Following are a few ideas

which might serve as springboards for more ideas.
not pretend to bie a comprehensive l ist.

It does

Most texts on

reading instruction offer writing ideas. (Aul ls, 1982.
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Gairey, 1980.
""/•art AH en.)

Coody, 1983.

Goodman ^ 1980.

I n add i t i on many prac t i cal

avai lable in teacher supply stores.
13a.

Spache, 1986.

idea books are

(Gruber, 1983)

Wri te a story using a personal drawing, an

experience or an event in a story as a topic.
13b.

box.

Feely box.

Put various objects in a decorated

Ch i 1 dren may only -feel

the objects inside.

They are

then to write about it or make up a story about it.

<This

is a good starter -for oral expression as wel 1 .)

^

13c.

Write and present a play or puppet show.

I n terested studen ts o-f ten wr i te the i r own plays
spontaneously.

Encourage such written e-f-Forts and allow the

chi ldren to present them -for the rest of the class.

The

topic may revolve around a story which they haue read or may
be

of

their

13d.
completed.

own

invention.

Write a report related to the story just
Some basal stories are rooted in fact and lend

themselves to research.

Encourage chi 1dren to go to the

l ibrary and learn more about the time period, location or
topic which Was described in the basal story.

13e.

Have students write a description of what is

occuring in a picture in their basal reader.

This serves as

a form of evaluation of the chi 1d's comprehension and
encourages the chi ldren to look at the
most chi ldren

13f.

l ike

i1 1ustrations, which

to do anyway.

Basal writing center.

Create a writing center

which has story starters on 5 x 8 inch cards.
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These

idea

cards re-fer to stories which
basal

readers.

the chi ldren have read in

their

They may ask the chi Idren to wr i te a

d i f-fer en t end i ng, pre tend they were in the story or change
one major aspect o-f the story and rewrite it.

The idea

cards wi ll accumulate at the center so chi 1dren may go back
and write about -f avor i te stor i es which were read earl ier

the year.

in

(Samples o-f idea cards may be -found in the

Appendix, p, 92, o-f th i s projec t.)

T3g.

Fi le -folder stories.

Chi ldren wi l l create a

-folder story in such a way that, as the i r story is read, it
wi 11 reveal a picture.

Here are the suggested steps:

Monday- Draw a picture o-f a ■fictional character on the
inside o-f a -f i 1 e -fol der .

Tuesday- Wri te a dra-ft o-f

your

story.

Wednesday and Thursday- Proo-fread and edi t

draft.

Friday- Publ ish the story by wri ting i t on the cover

of the fi le folder.

the

After writing the story, cut between

the l ines of writing.

As the reader reads the story, he

turns back each 1 ine of writing, reveal ing the picture
inside.

This is a rewarding and enjoyable project for

the

ch i 1dren.

14.

Book reports.

Cone are the days of

the dry and

hated book report.

Spache <1986) and Fisher <1979) are the

primary sources for

the fdllowing book report suggestions.

As with the above section, the ideas are near 1y 1 imi11ess.
The reader
own

is invited to use, adapt, modify and create his

variations

to

the

ideas

in
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this section.

Book and story reports may take many different forms.

Their unifying goal is to have chi ldren become involved with

the story.

Active book reports al low for this interaction

with the text, and student responses assure the teacher that

the chi ld actually read and understood the book or story,

without having 1 istened to the student read it orally.

Any

activity which follows the reading of a story and shows that
the student has read and understood may fal l

into the

category of a book or story report.
Fol lowing are a few examples;
14a.

Write the story from a different perspective.

14b.

Write the story with some of

the conditions

changed.

14c.

Create art projects related to the story:

drawings, col lages, puppets, costumes, dioramas, paintings,
carvings, mobi 1es, and add to the 1ist as the imagination
al 1ows.

14d.

Dramatize the story.

version of the story.

Create a play or a video

Dramatize a favorite part.

your own Readers Theatre script.

Adapt

(After some guided

practice many chi ldren could do this independently.)

14e.

Oral reporting.

A student may tell others about

the book.

Include his recommendation about others reading

the book.

He should Justify his recommendation.

14f.

Discussion.

Discuss the story in small groups.

Student- participation and comments wi l l reveal understanding
of the story.
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149.

Make a map.

It may be a drawn map or a relei -f

map ot the location of the story.
14h.

Make a model showing a scene from the story or

141.

Write the diary a main character might have

book.

wr1t ten.

14.j.

Rearrange a passage as a poem.

very poetic although written in prose.

Some passages are

Using the text,

rearrange the thoughts into poetry.

o-f

14k.

Make a poster promoting the book.

141.

Design a new book jacket.

14m.

Prepare a television commercial about the book.

14n.

Write a newspaper report about an exci ting part

the

book.

14o.

Make a comic strip to i l lustrate the book.

sure the events are in proper sequence.
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Be

Section

III.

Enrichment or Post-Readino Actiyitigs.

Whi le they do not rep 1 ace reading groups, enrichment

actiVities enhance reading groups and make them more
i n teresti hg by prov i di ng st imu1 at i ng fo1 1ow-up ac t i v i t i es.
Many activities which could easi ly be
section

have already been

project.

l isted

included

in Section

11

in

this

o-f

this

Following is a brie-f l ist o-f additional enrichment

ac t iVit ies.

1.

Literary books.

Students may read other

books

deal ing with therSame topic or time period, or which were
written

2.

by the same author.

Worksheets.

Worksheets which accompany or -fol low

assigned basal reading may provide good practice in ski l l
areas or may al 1ow the student to explore their
understanding of the story.

Creative worksheets do have a

place in the reading curricu1um.

Those which are boring,

overly repetitive or which are merely busywork should be
avoi ded.

3.

Dramatizations.

Students may perform plays, puppet

shows. Readers Theatre, pantomime or act out scenes as

someone else reads a passage.

Such dramatizations may be

presented to other classes, within one's own class or for no
audience at all .

The chi ldren may simply enjoy dramatic

p1 ay for its own sake.
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4.

Home reading assignments.

Chi ldren should be

encouraged to read on a regular basis at home.
may be

Home reading

i n an assigned text or it may be -for -fun.

This

au thor ass i gns reading nightly in material ohF the student's

choice.

It may include books, magazines, the TU 6uide,

comics or any reading of interest to the chi ld.

Parents are

encouraged, but not required, to become involved.

5.

Poems.

Chi ldren may be taught to write simple

poetry forms, such as haiku, cinquain and diamonte.

Chi ldren may wish to try their hands at rhyming poems as
wel l .

Poems may be displayed with art work, put in student

made books or sent home in greeting cards for fami ly
members.

6.

Demonstrations.

After reading about how to do

something, students may demonstrate their new talent.

Chi ldren might read about potting plants and demonstrate it.
They might enjoy performing a magic trick which they learned
from a book.

Demonstrating a cooking project learned in a

book would certainly be a big hit, especial 1y if the chi ld's

classmates were al lowed to sample the end product.
7.

Interest centers and game centers are enrichment

actiVities which were discussed in Section II, number 11.
8.

Projects.

Projects may be done at home or at

school and may include, but not be l imited to the fol lowing
Ideas.
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8a.

Flannel

boards.

Students may create -flannel

board

characters and tel l the class the story using these
characters.

8b.

Story mobi 1es,

These mobi les depict events in the

story in the proper sequence.

8c.

Diorama.

Create a diorama to depict a scene from

Puppets^

Make puppets to represent characters

the story.

8d.

from the story.

Present a puppet show.

Chi ldren may ad-1 ib

or write a script.

8e.

Animated cartoon^ technique 1.

unl ined typing paper in half lengthwise.

corner.

Cut a piece of
Staple in one

On the bottom paper draw a figure in action.

On

the top paper draw the same figure in a si ight1y different

posi tion.

Curl the top paper loosely around a penci l .

Rub

penci l across top paper so the two papers are viewed

alternately in rapid succession.
move.

The figure appears to

After the technique is understood, add several moving

parts to the scene.

8f.

Animated cartoon, technique 2.

Using the bottom

corner of a consummable text book (or a stack of stapled

papers), have students draw a series of figures in action.

Each successive page should depict the figure in a sl ightly
different position, "moving" across the bottom of the page.

Fl ip through the perfect1y al igned pages to make the figure
move,

(This author must give credit to one of her less

attentive students for this idea.)
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Sg.
or more o-f

Mural.

Create a mural which revolves around one

the basal stories.

The mural

with the chi 1dren's statements on them.

may have bal loons

It may depict a

scene from a single story or it may include scenes from
several stories, creating a col lage effect.
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Section IM.

Lonoer Alternatives and Units.

Research , themat i c un i ts and cl ass projects o-f-fer

uiable alternatives to round robin oral reading.

Although

educators o*f ten assoc i ate research wi th i n termed i ate grade
students only, primary students wi 1 1 also enjoy doing simple
research projects.

Methods of reporting should be

appropriate to the grade level .

Study units in con tent areas as well as class projects

offer stimulating alternatives to round robin oral reading

for all students, grades K - 12.
suggested activi ties.

Fol 1owing are a few

As wi th previous sections, the 1 ist

is by no means exhaustive.

The purpose of inc1uding it here

is to i 1 1ustrate that research, content area units and
projects do provide round robin oral reading alternatives

which are interesting to the students and rewarding for the
teacher.

1.

Research reports.

Students may use the reference

section of the l ibrary <or classroom encyclopedias, if

avai lable) to learn more about a chosen or assigned topic.

Methods of reporting to the teacher or class may vary,

depending on the purpose of the project as we 1 1 as the age
and ability of the student.

Methods may include:

wr i tten repor ts
i l lustrat i ons

mural , integrating several researched facts
pictures with captions
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d i oramas

oral

presentation

discussion w1th large or small groups
Research reports may take many /forms.

For add 1 t i onal

ideas

the reader may wish to refer to the entry on book reports in
th i s projec t.

2.

(See Sect ion 11 , number 14.)

Integration of reading with content- areas.

Students wi l l begin to understand the usefulness of this
thing cal led "reading" if they are allowed use it to learn

new things of interest.

This author suggests independent

reading for a purpose in science and social studies texts.

A read i n g assi gnme n t i n the sc i e nce te x t, for e x amp Ie, m i gh t
be fol lowed by written instructions in conducting an

experiment.

By having the necessary equipment avai lable,

the students can conduct their own experiment related to the
concept about which they have read.

Such assignments should

not be I i m i ted to the con ten t area tex ts, bu t t h ese te x ts do

provide a good starting point.

Children should be

encouraged to bring in and read related newspaper and
magazine articles as wel l .

When the chi ldren are actively

involved in the reading process, they quickly develop an

appreciation for the usefulness of reading.

This suggested

activity is adaptable for students grades K - 12.
3.

Thematic units.

Thematic units should be bui 1t in

such a way as to include reading, writing, art and

discussion.

The* thematic uni t provi des a good al ternat ive

to.round robin oral reading and may be used frequent1y.
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Al 1

o-f the readi ng exper i ences and ski l ls wh i ch a teacher

n orma1 1^ i nc1u des in her read i n g pr ogram may be i nc1u ded in
a wel l
able

planned thematic unit.

to create a unit which

A ski l led teacher wi l l

be

interests the students and

assures them that they are reading -for a purpose.

The main

d i sadu an tage to sue h a u n i t i s th e amou h t o-f p 1 an n i n g t i me
required by the teacher and the possible 1 oss o-f
i ndi V i dual i zat i on or grouping.

The sk i ll o-f the teacher is

a critical -factor in assuring that the students receive the

amount o-f attention appropriate to their needs.

(Rhodes,

1983)

4.

Drama.

Involve the entire c1 ass in the production

of a play to be performed for c1assmates, other classes or

parents.

There will be jobs enough for every student.

Jobs

include planning, script modification, scenery, props, sound

effects, l ighting, prompters, costumes, makeup and, of
course, acting in both major and minor roles.

Ways to

include more chi ldren in the actual acting include having

two casts of characters and selecting plays which have many
smal l parts, even though they may have very 1 imited speaking
parts.

Al l chi ldren should be involved in some way,

although care should be taken not to force children into a

role in which they are uncomfortable.

The chi ld who appears

not to be involved wi l l be learning something, too.

He may

even be bold enough to want a part in the next production!
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5.

Fi lm projects.

Fi lm projects wi l l

entire class in planning and fi lming.

involve the

The class ends up

with a project which tru1y belongs to all of them.
5a.

Sound - sii de product i ons.

Popular wi th i n th i s

author's school district are sound - slide productions.

Simply stated, a carefully planned series of si ides is taken
which is accompanied by a cassette tape soundtrack.
script is prepared first.

The

Pictures which fit the script are

then drawn , se1ected from magaz ines, study pri nts or books,
or are planned using real people.

Students photograph the

planned scenes which are developed into sl ides.
tape is made to accompany the si ides.

A cassette

The result is a most

professional 1ooking production, with the audience viewing
si ides and hearing the accbmpanying tape.

Chi ldren read

throughout the process of planning and creating and enjoy
themse1ves whi le doing so.

5b.

Movies and videos.

Moving pictures of the

students are enjoyable and interesting.

The advent of

portable video recorders has modernized the process and made
the finished product more professional than in the past.
Chi ldren may plan the action, help with fi lming and enjoy
showing the fInished production to others.

Themes may be

simple play, instructional , demonstrations (of p.e.
exercises or science experiments), book reports, plays,
puppet shows, trick photography or use of an idea from a

student.

The students wi l l certainly be abl e to generate

many reasons to view

themse1ves oh
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television.

Where

is the

reading in this a1ternat1ve to round robin oral reading?

It

is in the research, writing o-f plans and scripts, reading o-f
scr i p ts, reading the daiV?' schedule, edit i ng, and in the

wr i t i ng o-f comme n ts, su gge§t i ons and i mproueme n ts which
accompany every step o-f the prgject.

The chi ldren wi ll

enJpy the process and be proud of the f i n j shed product•
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In addi t i pn to prow I di ng specif i e suggesti ons for

al ternatiwes to round robin oral reading, i t is a goal of
thi s projec t to suggest t ime schedul es wh i ch promote the use

of the suggested activi tJ esv

The foi lowi ng schedu1e i s an

adap tat i on fr om,Au11s <1982> and is i n tended for use w itha
thi rd grade c1 ass, hawi ng three or * four read i ng groups.
schedul e i s presehted wi th three reading groups.

The

If a

four th group were used j the teacher woy]ci spend on!X one
block

of time

with

the

lower readers.

M i nor

time

adjustments would have to be made to even up the amount of
time spent with each group.

For the sake of c1ar i ty w i th in

th is sect i on, the au thor wi ll refer to the groups as "low"
<readi ng 1 ewe 1

1.0 to 2.5>, "mi ddle" <1ewe1 2.5 to 3.5) and

"high" <abowe 3.5).

It is noted that such designations are

for simpl ici ty only and would newer be used in the classroom
se 11 i ng.

Mohday through Thursday Schedule

Low
B1ock 1

Mlddl e^^^^ ^:

Hi gh

Al1 groups do si 1ent readi ng, 1 i sten to teacher

read IIterature or do 1anguage act i t iwy.
B1 ock

2

Uli th

teacher

SSR

SSR

Block 3

Wi th

teacher

Games

Sk i 1 1s

Block 4

Games

Teacher

Games

B1ock 5

Comprehendi on

Comprehensi on

Teacher

'
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'Ex.p;1'anatyi on- ■ ■■
Block 1;

20 minutesr

The whole class does the same

ac ti V i ty wh i ch mi gh t be si 1 en t read i ng < SSR>, 1 istening to

the teacher f^ead a story, or language projects such as
creative writing or Journal writing.
B1 QCk 2i

j5 m i hu tes k

Low group;

Meet with teacher -for conferencing,

re teach i ng or re i n-forcemen t lessons.

Pupi l-pupi 1

read i ng < pa i red wi th be t ter readers), usi
and repeated read i ng techn i ques.
Middle group:

ac t i V i ties.

SSR or student directed reading

Re-fer to Curr i cu 1 um Features, See t i on

II and III -for ac t ivity suggest i ons.
High group;

^

SSR, student directed or language

activities.

Refer to Curriculum Features, Section

11 and III for act iyi t^ suggest ibns.
B1ock

3;

15 mihutes.

Low group;

Teacher di rec ted ac t iv i t i es,

Read i ng 1esson ^

Refer to Curriculum Features, Section I for suggested

a1ter n at i v es to roun d r pb i n bra1 readi n g whi ch often
occurS"-at ■ th-i s tl'me v::;-- , ■

Mi ddl e group ;

Games center

Aul 1 s < 1982>

of studen ts work i ng wi th decodi ng games.

rs

Refer to

Curr i cul um Features, Sect i on 11 for center Ideas.
A1so see bi bl i ographleal references and teach i ng
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supply stores tor spec i -fie games.

Games should

reintorce ski 1 1s taught.

High group;

Sk1 11s and strategies center.

sk1 1 1s taught.
and
Block

4;

Re intorces

See Curriculum Featuress Sections II

III.
20 minutes.

Low group;
taught.

Game center.

All games reintorce ski 11s

This schedule provides for this group and

the high group to occupy this center at the same time
so they can interact with each other.

It is hoped that

the high readers wi It assist the 1ow readers with the

games, providing a good reading model for them in the
process.

Middle group;

High group;

Teacher directed lesson.

Games center.

Students wi 11

interact with

the low group.
B1ock 5;

20 m i nu tes.

Low group;

Comprehension S;trategies.

Middle group;

Comprehension strategies.

and middle group wi 1 1
High group;

Note that low

interact at this center.

Teacher directed lesson.

The above pi an wi 11 be used each day Monday through
Thursday with modifications made as necessary.

One

suggested modification is to have the 1arge group 1 istening
or SSR activity immediately after lunch
daily schedule better.
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if that fits the

Fr i days may t'ol low a di -f-ferent schedule which

includes

a spel 1 ing test,-creatiwe wri ting, ski 11 tests or quizzes as
needed.

Chi ldren may read independehtly or

their basal or in -free choice books.

in pairs in

It is a good day to

catch up on a missed actiuity or center or to add to a

growing class language bul1etin board.

Following is a

suggested Friday schedule.

Friday Schedule

Al l

groups do the same thing.

Block 1:

20 minutes.

Listening or SSR

Block 2:

15 minutes.

Spe11 ing test < inc1uding sentence

dictat i on)

Block 3;

15 minutes.

Language or ski lls quiz

Block 4;

20 minutes.

Motivate and write stories or

poetry.

Block 5:

20 minutes.

Finish writing.

with others in 1arge or smal l

Il lustrate, share

groups.

An alternate Monday through Thursday Schedul ing
suggestion, developed by this author, involves direct
teacher - student contact on alternate days and is designed

to accomodate -four reading groups. [The reader wi 1 1 note
that the fol 1 owing schedule requires a one hour time block
with provisions tor a whole class encounter at the beginning

or end ot the group activities, or at a ditterent time ot
the day altogether.

:
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Mon day - Th u rsday Sc h e du1e 2

B1 ock
Day

1

<30 mi n .)

Block 2 <30 min.)

1
Low

Teacher

Center/peers

Middle

SSR

Workbook/wr i t i ng

M i dd 1 e

Cen ter/peers

Teacher

Hi gh

Workbook/wr i t i ng

SSR

Low

Wdrk book/wr i t i ng

SSR/peers

M i dd 1 e

Teacher

Cen ter/peers

Middle

SSR

Workbook/wr i t i ng

High

Center/peers

Teacher

Day 2

Day 3

■

■

Repeat day 1 schedule,
Day 4

Repeat day 2 schedule.
Flexible Block;

30 minutes.

Dai ly, occuring at the

beginning or end ot reading group time or atter lunch, the
teacher reads to the entire class, or the whole class may

participate in SSR, journal writing or other l anguage
ac t i w i t i es.

Special Day Schedule

It is a real ity of education that interruptions occur
which alter the most carefu1 1y made plans.

The well-

prepared teacher must have a plan so that an emergency fire
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or earthquake dri 11, or an assembly, does not cause chi 1dren
to lose valuablf read i ng ac tiu it i es -for that day.

This author suggests that no grouping occur on such
days.

Rather use the change as a chance -for intra-group

communication.

Let students select a partner +rom any group

and a book of th^ir choice and sit down

floor and read to each other!

in corners or on the

Post two or three general

quest i ons on the board for them to di scuss.

The teacher

circulates around the room, l istening in and offering help
and suggestions as needed.
The chi ldren wi 1 1

appreciate the f1 exibi1 ity and the

change of pace, and the teacher need not be distraught by

trying to include the usual fu1 1
time.

If it

day^s work into half the

is felt that some form of evaluation

is

necessary, writ ten answers, pictures, cartoon frames or
story frames could be used.
Sec t i on

<See Curriculum Features,

II.)
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REPORTING PROCEDURES

Reporting procedures used wjth this program which"
proposes alternatives to round robin oral reading wi 11 not

differ -from the reporting practices used by most teachers.
Formal reports to parents are in the form of report
cards sent home on a quarterly basis.

The first report card

is presented at a parent-teacher conference in the fal l , at
which time the marks are explained and student progress is
discussed.

All subsequent report cards are sent home with

students on a regular basis.

Progress reports are sent to

fai 1 i ng students four weeks pr i or to issuance of report
cards.

This is required by the school district in which

this author is erhp 1 oyed.

Samp 1 e report cards are dup 1 i eated

in the Appendix Cpage 95) of this project.
Readers may note that the report card form is somewhat
uague in the area of reading.

It is the opinion of this

author that the school district should create guidel ines for
assigning pupi ls grades in reading.

Unl ike other con tent

areas, such as math, reading does not lend itself to use of

the district guide which states that scores of 90% to 100%
earn an 0, 80% to 89% earn 8+, and so on.

This author has

observed that teachers within the same school site interpret

and assign grades in reading according to different
cr i te r i a.
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Open House, held two times per year, provldel paren^^t^
and teachers an add i t i onal oppor tun i ty to i n-f ormal 1 y d i scuss

and eyaruate both the curri cu1 a and methdds of eualuat i on.
Open House serves the additional purpose o-f giving, the
parents an overview of the total educational program,

perhaps wi th spec i a1 emphasi s on the use of al ternat i ve
oral reading.
Another method of informal reporting to parents is by
means of an occasional

newsletter sent home

students.

The news1etter shou1d feature a di fferent area of the
curriculum each month and should show how reading has been
integrated into that content area,

To add to parent and

studen t i nterest, some of the art i cl es shoul d^^
by the ch i 1dren.

A1 so impor tan t is se1 f-e v a1 uat i on by the teacher
involved.

Methods by which the teacher may evalUate ber own

progress toward the goal of prdv i di ng al ternat i ves to round
rpbi n oral readi ng may i nclude the "Teacher Se1f Check
Li st,'' the "Student Survey" and the "Paren t Survey" wh i ch

appear in the Ap pe nd ix of this proJ ec t.
i nterpre t ing survey resul ts are

Exp1 an at ions for

i nc1uded below.

Teacher Self Check List

:

The Teacher Self Check Li st which appears J n the

Appendix <page 97) may be used as a pre and post evaluation
of a read ing progr am or as a per i odi c person aI e va1uati on to

i ndi cate progress toward accompl i sh i hg the goal of prov i di hg
mean ihgfu1 alternat i yes to round rob i n or aI readi ng.
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This

in-formal checkl ist is intended for personal use by the

teacher for the pur pose of self--monitor ihg.

The check 1 ist

is not intended to be used publ ically nor by the site
adm i n i strator.

To score, total the number of preferred responses
(indicated by *).

The gpal Is to j.ncreas.^^e the number of

starred responses as the year prggresses/
total i n

rhcreasi ng that

cates that the teecher i s progressing toward the

goal of prov i di ng successfu1 alternati ves to round rdbi ri
■■oraT' .readi'n:g.

■ ^

Student Suruey

The Student Survey which appears in the Appendix (page

98) is to be gi ven i n the fat 1 and again In the spr i ng.

rts

purpose is to see if^ the chi ldren's perception of reading

has grown to incl ude activit ies In addi t i on to the readi ng
group, and to fInd ou t if

the ch i 1dren have a more posi t ive

at t itude about reading after exper i enci ng al ternatlves to
round robi n oral readi ng for an academi c year.

To eval uate the survey, gIve three poi n ts to each
response marked in the 1 eft column, two points for

the

cen ter cdlumh a^^^^

6i ve

pgi ri t f or i^he r i gh t col umn.

three points for each c ire led answer in quest ion nine.

Compare the total (averaged) score from fal l to spr ing.

If

the score increases, students have begun to develop a be t ter
understandirig ofi end appreciati on for reading.
Some teachers may wish to deve1 op a simp1e gr id for
V i sual comparIson of scores w i thin the year and from year
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to

year.

Also, i t may be useful to cbmpa^

studen ts from di fferen t readi ng gr^o
l evel s.

di ffereht read ihg

Th i s i hformat 1 on may gu i de th^

gi ve added atteh t i on

the at t i tudes of

teacher i n where to

i n the future.

Parent Survey

The Parent Survey, shown in the Appendix (page 99)
should be given in the fal l and spring to see if the parents

perce i ve the i r ch i 1 dren as anjoy ir»g readingi and to see i f
the teacher has.effect i vely cOmmuni cated that reading occurs

ou ts i de the read i ng group as we 1 1 as wi thIh that se 11 i ng.
To evaluate, add up the points, adding three points for

each Choi ce circled in number seven.
(averaged) scores from fal l

to spring.

Compare total

^

As with the Student

survey, teachers may w i sh to plot these resu 1 ts on a s1 rnp 1e
gr i ci -to p i ctor i al ly v i ew the resul ts.
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RESEARCH AND EUALUATI ON

This program is intended -for use in a K - 6 elementary

school with an attendance o-f approximately 650 students.
The school

is located in a rapidly growing area.

Students

come from lower middle c1 ass,~middle class and upper middle
class homes.

evidence.

Extremes

in socioeconomic status are

not

in

Students'" parents are mostly economical ly

upwardl y mobi 1 e and appear ajixious for their chi ldren to
succeed in school.

Engl ish speaking.

The school

population is predominate1y

The majority of chi ldren are white, with

hispanics making up the next largest racial group.
racial groups are present in smal l
The staff at the school site

Other

numbers.
is relatively

inexperienced, especial ly in the primary grades because the
school

is in

its first year of existance.

The staff

is

comprised of approximate 1y 1/3 experienced teachers, 1/3
teachers with 2-4 years experience and 1/3 first yearteachers.

The staff works wel l

together.

The principal

encourages, but does not demand, team teaching wherever
possible.

The school district uses the Scott Foresman reading
series.

Each classroom teacher is suppl ied with a rather

complete set of reading materials including basal reader,
consumable workbooks, teacher's manual , vocabulary charts,
black 1 ine masters, and placement and evaluation tests. Whi le
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it Is expected that teachers use the adopted basal series,
they are -free to use

i t i n any manner they wish.

is encouraged by the principal.

Creatiuity

Some teachers use

l iterature books <purchased with grant money) to supplement
their reading program.
use in many classes.

weekly.

Weekly Readers and SRA kits are in
Students visit the school

l ibrary

Chi ldren are encouraged to use the l ibrary be-fore

and a-fter school as wel l as during the regular school day.

E-f■for ts have been made to make school an 1nv i t i ng p 1 ace to
1 earn.

The results o-f

the Teacher Survey, a sample oi which is

avai lable in the Append i x (page 100) o-f

this project, reveal

that a smal l amount o-f team teaching occurs in reading in
grades 1, 2 and 3.

Most teachers use conventional reading

groups during which they l isten to each chi ld read oral ly
each day.

The principal has observed that

this is a

cumbersome system which may unnecessari 1y tie

the

teacher

to

a "group" and 1 i m i t ch i 1 dren''s reading experiences to a
basal

reader.

In grades 4, 5 and 6 cooperative team teaching -for

reading instruction is used.

Students are grouped by

abi l ity and for one hour each day they go to their reading
class..

Each teacher has a single level of students, all of

whom are in the same reading group.

Mdst reading in this

program appears to be done si lently with fol low-up

worksheets or workbooks which reinforce ski l ls taught during
class.
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Most K - 3 teachers include phonics instruction in
their reading and language curriculum.

Most teachers also

include regu1ar creative wri ting experiences.

A great deal

of student writing is in euidence in classrooms - displayed

on bul letin boards, in student l ibraries, in special "Open
House" publ ications and in story col 1ections which may be
taken home to share.

Most teachers read oral ly to their

students in order to help them gain an appreciation for high
qual i ty 1 i terature.

.

Whi le a basal series has been adopted and is used in
al l classrooms, teachers at the school site have a great

deal of freedom to enrich the series and are encouraged to
supplement the basal with a variety of other 1anguage and
reading experiences.

Students wi 1 1 be evaluated according to teacher
Judgement as reflected by and reported on the report card
<see AppendiX, page 95>.

toward reading wi 11

Evaluation of student attitudes

be measured by the results of the

Student and Parent Surveys.
use of

the Teacher Self Check

Teacher observation (guided by
List) of students' attitudes

toward reading and the use of 1 earning centers wi 1 1 serve as
partial evaluation as wel l .

Al l students are required to take the 3-R's

standardized test in the spring.

It is expected that the

3-R's test scores wi l l rise due to the positive effects of
this reading program.

The reasoning is that since chi ldren

have assumed more responsibi 1 ity for their reading and have
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1 earned to work it^pre indepe^^^

wi 1 1 perform better

on standard i zed tests wh i ch requ i re them to read s i 1 en 11y,
work

i hdependent1y and f011pw wr i t ten di rec t i ons.

Si nee

chi ldren wi l 1 have experience at using these ski 1 Is, they
wi ll be more successful when taking the test.

The 3-R's test Is given just once a year so the test

scores may be cornpared to those of the previous year's third
graders.

More apprppr i ately» third grade growth shou1d be

compared to the same students' second grade growth.

Using

grade equ i valents as i nd i cators and the same populat ion of

studen ts X that i s, N = studen ts who were tested wi th the
3-R's test at the end of first, second and third grades),
compare students' growth in months from grades 1.9 to 2.9 to

the i r months of growth from grades 2.9 to 3.9.

If there has-

been as much or more growth during the current year as there
was during the previous measuring period, one may assume
that the use of alternatives to rpund robin oral reading has

had a posit i ve effect on students' academi c performance.
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DISCUSSION OF THE CONTINUUM

Use o-f alternatives to round robin oral reading
emphasizes the whole language model of the reading
continuum, whi le employing some techniques associated with
the decoding and ski 11s models.

Where traditional round

robin oral reading supposes that oral word by word reading
is necessary for reading, thereby adhering to the ski l ls or
decoding mode 1 , users of alternatives to round robin oral

reading acknowledge the whole language view of reading,
which emphasi zes the aqu i si t i on of meaning through longerpassages, larger chunks of language and personal

interaction

wi th the pr i nt.

Reading is the act of acquiring meaning from the print
on the page.

Reading is a true form of language which

successfu1 1y al 1ows communication with someone who is not

present.

The print on the page is a vehicle for meaning but

carries no intrinsic meaning itse1f.

When the reader looks

at the print and derives a message from it, when he
interacts with the thoughts of the author, reading has
occured.

In the classroom the teacher helps the student to

understand this interp1 ay of thoughts by having him discuss

his readings, explain his understanding of the passage or
interact with the passage in some observable way.
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Through

these means the

teacher can evaluate whether

the student has

understood the author''s message.

s,

Fol lowing are ways in which this project addresses each
model on the reading continuum.

Decoding is used in this project to a smal l degree at
centers and in phonics instruction which occurs in grades K
through 3.

As chi ldren become more mature readers, they

have less need to focus on decoding techniques.

Whi le

phonics and word at tack techniques always remain useful
tools, they lose their importance as primary tools as the
reader gains experience.

The ski lls model

is used to a sl ightly larger degree in

this project through learning centers, where chi ldren play

games which reinforce ski l ls learned.

As with the decoding

model , ski l ls are also reading tools.

They are Just more

sophisticated reading tools.

Each reader employs certain

techniques which could be labeled "ski l ls" when he comes to

a difficult passage.

As readers mature many ski l ls,

however, become automatic and are incorporated into the

total process cal led reading.

Most ski l ls-related

activities in this project are l isted in Section 11 of
Curriculum Features.

Whole language is the model which is used to the

greatest degree in this project.

Use of suggested wri ting

activities, oral discussion as a follow-up to reading
assi gnments, enr i chment (such as art, mobi 1es, di oramas),
dramatizations, language experience and more (see Curriculum
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Features, al l sections) require that chi ldren have read and
understood the passage.

Such alternatives do not -focus on

individual words, but on larger blocks o-f language.

they exempl i -fy the whole language model .
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As such

MATERIALS AND COSTS

In usi ng alternatives to rouncl robin oral reading no

special materials nor additional expenditures beyond the
normal school budget are required.

A very -few ot the

activities may involve additional cost, specifically those
which cal l for purchasing or creating materials for learning
cen ters.

Some of the art projects may require the purchase of a
few basic suppl ies, although most such suppl ies are present
in the average elementary classroom.

donated by wi l l ing parents.
individual

activities in

Some items may be

For specific art needs, see the

the Currj lulum Features section of

this paper.

Since this project encourages its readers to select
those actiVities which are appropriate to their needs, the
logical suggestion is to choose activities which wi 1 1 not

incur additional expense if budget is a primary concern.
Final ly, it is recommended that teachers acquire a
personal l ibrary for student use in the c1assroom.

This

author has done so at l ittle personal expense by using

"bonus points" collected when chi ldren order books through
commercial

book clubs.
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SPACE AND EQUIPMENT

In developing these alternatives to round rob in oral

reading groups, care was takeri not to make any space or
equipment demands beyond that which is standard in most

elementary schoblsy
It is assumed that the standard elementary classroom

wi l l contain a record player, tape recorder and earphones as
we 11 as desks, chairs, a reading tab!e and an area where

children may sit in a group on the tldor.
It is recommended that a smal1 area be arranged in the

c1assroom which may serve as a learning center, and that
another smal l area wi 1 1 serve as a 1 isten i ng center.

A

bookshelf of some sort wi th a conservati ve col lection of
teacher-owned or 1 ibrary books may mark One boundary of a

reading area in the classroom.

A1 though not neccessary -for implementation o-f this

program, an area outside, clearly visible from the

classroom, may be used for activities which involve studentstudent

interaction.

No other special space or equipment considerations are
necessary.""
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STAFF AND SUPPORT SERk/TCES

This progrsim wh i ch prov
|
des a1 ternat i Mes to round robin

oral reading is designed to be run by the existing sta-ff.

The ex i st i ng staf-f at this author's school includes the
following personnel s

The c1assroom teacher wi 1 1 organize and orchestrate the
reading program.

The teacher evaluates and groups the

students, decides how materials are to be used, cal 1 s in
ou tsi de spec i al i sts as needed, 1Ocates or creates enr i chment

materials, sol ici ts vol unteersj creates short and long term
plans and, of cpurse, interacts directly with the chi Idren.
It is the teacher who wi 1 1

decide when and how alternatives

to oral read!ng w|11 be used.

The l ibrarian provides invaluable support to the
reading program by providing an interesting and stimulating
invitation to read and learn.

In addition to the

traditional shelves of books and card catalog, interest
centers and a Tistening center are set up regularly.

The

1 ibrarian also prepares a weekly presentation for the

students on a variety of topics in an attempt to broaden
their interests.

During each presentation she shows the

students how to locate more material on that topic in the
■

l ibrary.

"

.

r

.

.

■

.

. ■

Students are encouraged to use the l ibrary before

and after school as wel l as during the day with teacher
approval .

'
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The pr i nc i pal ^ whi le not involved in direqt reading
instruction, provides a positive learning tone in the school

and encourages the chi 1dren through periodic appearances and
encouragement during instructional time.
Parent and communi ty volunteers are encouraged and

often participate in the reading program.

Their presence is

welcome, but not required, in implementing this reading
project.

When avai 1able, volunteers can provide enriching

experiences for the class as wel1 as al low for more
individual attention to chi ldren,

Molunteers max help

chi ldren who are having difficultywith their work, may

l isten to a chi 1d read who wants an appreciative audience or
may read to a child or children.

CSee Appendix, p. 101, for

sample volunteer letter.)
Paid

instructional

assistants are

not available

in

this

author's school and are not needed to implement the proposed
P,1 an.

■

Others who may become involved

in

the instructional

process at the teacher's request include, but are not

l imited to, the counselor, psychologist, speech and language
therapist, health aide and other teachers.
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ADAPTATIONS

This project, Which suggests alternatives to round

robin oral reading, may easi ly be used at any grade level in
which reading groups meet regularly.

Due to the

independence required, some of the activities may npt be
appropriate for ch11dren in grades K and 1.

Teachers of

those grades may wish to modify the activities to better
meet

their

students' needs.

Whi le middle school and high school students do not
normal 1y engage in round robin oral reading, some of the
suggested ac t i v i ties wou1d, never the 1 ess, be appropr i ate for
that level

of

instruction.

Teachers could easi 1y select

from the more independent activities and adapt them to a
level of difficulty and an area of interest appropriate to
older students.

Much of this program could be used in the teaching of

content areas in which reading, fol lowed by study questions
is a frequently-used technique.

Suggested schedu1 ing wou1d

have to be modified considerably to accommodate a secondary
school

time frame.
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V- ;■ ■LIMITATIONS^v,;

,

The a1ternati wes to round rob i n oral r eadi hg wh i ch are
presented in this proj ec t are desi gned for a1T students in a

regu1ar c1assroom se t ting.

Due to the studen t i ndependence

wh i ch i s requ i rSd, however , so'Tie o-f

the ac t i v i t i es may be

more appropriate for average and above average students.

To address this i ssue, one of the object ives of the prdject

i s to f ree the teacher frgm the constrai nts of the readi ng
group, thereby at lowing her to spend more t ime wi th the less
independent students.

For reasons simi 1ar to those stated in the precedi ng

paragraph j the; program may be 1imi ted to teachers who have

average or ebov# ayerage grganizatiohat and ctassrbom
management skills.

Due to the independent nature of many of the suggested
ac t iV i t i es, teachers of grades 2 and up may f ind more of
approaches useful

than teachers of grades K and 1.

the

Some

ac tly i t i es, however, are des i gned wi th younger ch i 1dren i n
mi nd.

An addi t i onal 1imi tation wh i ch may be noted i s that

the

d i str i c t in Which th i s author is employed has an extensiye

media center and curriculum 1ab whi ch proy i des teachers with
a w i de

assortment

of materials avai 1able

for

check-ou t.

Materiais include cassettes, study prints, records and
real i a.

These items faci l itate and s i mp1 ify the

establ ishment of 1 earn i ng centers wi thi n a c1assroom.
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Th is

fac i l i ty al so his mater i a1 s ay^a^^^^^

to teachers who w i sh

to create and laminate their own games and learning
acti V i t i es.

A1though not necessary tor imp!ementat i on of

this program, teachers who do not have access to such a,

fac i 1 i ty may wi sh to avQid usi ng curr icu1um act i v i t i es wh i ch
require special materials.
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APPENDICES

Appendix

A

Six levels of comprehension questions, notes received -from
G. Phi l l ip LeGault.

Original author unknown.
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1986.

Name all the characters in the story.

Write 6 facts from the story.

When does the story take place?

Where does the story take place?
Which character appears first in the story?
How does the story end?

From what you read in the story, describe what
the main character looked like.

Using facts you read in the story, describe the
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Tell about the story using your own words.

How did the main character feel at the beginning
of the story?
How did the main character feel at the end of

the story?

Think of a main event in the story. Why did it
happen?

Explain why the story has the title that It does.
Draw a picture of a main event in the story.
If there is an iliustration in the book» write what

happened before the scene and write what
happened after it

2
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Think of a situation that occurred to a person
in your Story and decide whether you wouid have
done the sairie thing as he/she did» or something
different Write what you might have done.
• Give some examples of^,

who have had
the same kind of

the same profalems or have

thing as the jDerson in your story

•Select any of the people in the story and think
of some things each would do if he came to your
school during reading.

• What would you do if you could go to the place
where the main character lives?
What would the main
to your house to visit?

do if he came

• What would your mother do if she were in the
story?

• If you had to cook a meal for the characters

in the story, what kind of food would you
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What part of the story was the funniest, or
the most exciting, or the saddest?

Tell what things happened in the story that
couldn't have happened in real life.
things in the story were true and some
were

only the opinion of someone- List the
that were true.

the story into parts

of a

each of

What could you do that wouid be j'
the person in the story did?

Find 5 words in the story that begin

ike what

ith the

same sound.

Name 2 things in the story that happened
outdoors (or indoors).

List at least 5 compound words from the story.

4
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Rewrite the story from an animal's point of view.
Use your imagination to draw a picture about
the story. Then add one new thing of your own
that was not in the Story.
Make a poster, a mobile, a puppet, or a painting
of the main characters in the story.

Write another ending to the story that is
different than the one the author wrote.

Write a poem about the story.

Pretend you are the main character in the story.

Write a diary about what you were doing
each day.

Rewrite the story briefly, but change something
or someone in it. (For exampie: substitute a

goriila for the wolf in The Three Little Pigs.)
Write 5 new titles for the story that would give
a good idea what it was about.

5
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EQUATION
Was the main character in the story good or
bad, and why?

Why would you recommend,or not recommend
the story to a friend?

Compare 2 characters in the story. Tell which
one you judge to be better and why.
Which character in the story would you like

most to spend the day with? Why?

Was this story worth the time it took to read?
Why?

If you had the opportunity to go to where this
story takes place, would you want to go?
Why or why not?

Which of the characters in the story would you
like to take to dinner? Give reasons for your
answer.

Could this story have really happened? Why
or why not?

Write a letter to the author and tell him/her
why you liked the book.

6
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Appendix

B

Samples to Accompany Curriculum Features
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HOMEWORK CONTRACT -Return work Friday.

SPELLING; Learn the attached words and sentences by doing
any 'four < 4) OHF the -f ol 1 ow i ng. C i rd e the ones you did.
You Tnay do some act i Mi ties from one

1 ist and some from

the

dth®'^ '"t YQu wi sh ■

Average (Do these

i f you don t al ready know the words)

-rWrite words 5 times each.

-^Alphabetize words.
--Write words in sentences you have made up.
—Take practice test. Study any you missed.
Enriched (Fgr those who know words or want a chal lenge)

—Divide words in syl lables and tell part of speech.
Use dictionary if you a^

sure of one.

—"Write a story using your words. Can you use them all?

—Fi nd and ci re 1e half or more of your words i n the
newspaper Or a magazine.
—Make your own wordseerch vjj th the words. (Mrs. Cree
may make copies of the neatest One for the class
to do next week.)

—Other.

What assignment wou1d you l ike?

do it■

I wi 1 1 use

Tel l me and

the best ideas on future

homewgrk contracts^
MATH:

Work on facts to earn your next Math Whiz button.
Circle the facts you should work on now;

add

subtract

multiply

divide

READING; Read^^
or more each n i gh t. Thi rd graders
should begin reading si ightly 1onger books which take more
than one sitting to finish.

Day

Book Title

Pages

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday.
Thursday

OTHER;
return

If extra pages are atteched, p1 ease do them and
them also.

Ch i Id's name

Date.

Parent si gnature
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HOMEWORK CONTRACT

READING - Read each night.

to someone else.)
Monday

(Reading may be si lent or aloud

Below l ist what you read each night.
'

.. . ^

Tuesday

^

^

.

Wednesday
Thursday

MATH - Work on memorizing mu1tip1 ication tacts.
I am working on my ■ ■

tables.

SPELLING - Learn your Spell ing Words tor Friday's test.
Do tour ot the tol lowing!
AMERAGE 
Write

words 5 times.

Write words in sentences.

Copy spe1 1ing sentences 3 times each.
Take practice test.

Study any missed words.

ENRICHED 

Divide your words into syl lables.

Write a story or p lay using spe Mi ng words.
Cut out letters trom newspaper headl ines and paste
to spel l your words.
Make new words using 1etters in spel1 ing words.
(Example; trom rotat i on come! to. ton. rat. train,
rot, not, and so on.)
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT 

STUDENT NAME

PARENT SIGNATURE
ALL WORK DUE FRIDAY.
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' STORY FRAMES

Fol lowing are examples oi story frames taken from an

ar t i c 1 e by Fowl er < 1 982)

Suggested use of story frames

appears in the Curriculum Feature of this project in Section
11, number 5.

Figure 1.

Story summary with one character included.

Our story is about

.

is an important character
tried to

in our story,
.

The story ends when

Figure 2.

Important idea or plot.

In this story the problem starts when
.

Af ter that

..

Nex t,

..

The problem is final ly

solved when

..

The story ends
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F i gure 3.

Se 11 i ng. ;

The story takes place
I

know

this because

the

author

uses the

words "

Other clues that show when the story takes place are

Figure 4.

Character analysis.

is an important character in
our story.

-

is important because

Once, he/she .
Another time,
I

think

that
(character

because

I s

(character

trait)
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name)

'

Figure 5.

Character comparison.

and

are

two characters in our story,

I s

< charac ter)
wh i 1 e

< tra i t)

(other

character)

For instance,

I s

(trait)

tries to

-

and

trie^ to
learns a lesson when
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CARTOON FRAME FORMAT

Uses -For cartooRj frames are discussed in the Curriculum
Features section of this project in Section 11, number 8.
Such formats may be simply created by the teacher or by the
students themselves.

Following is an example.
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CONTRACTS FOR

USE OF CENTERS

Contracts may be useful to chart student progress or to
have the student become actively involved in planning his
learning experience.

Uses for contracts are discussed in

the Curriculum Features section of this project, in Section

II, number 4 < independent reading contracts for home and

school ), and in Section II, number 11 (charting or assigning,
the use of learning centers).
examples of reading contracts.
creation

of

this author

Fol lowing are several
All contracts are the

unless otherwise

indicated.

Reading Center Contract

Name(s);

and

Date today; ■ • -

'

" .

•

■

Date due:
Teacher

.

comments;

I (We) wi l l do the following reading comprehension
activities (l ist numbers);

The purpose

What

is to;

I (we) learned;

Aul 1s, 1982
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My personal contract -for;
Name;

Date started:

Choices:

Date -finished:.

1.

I wil l work with a smal l group.

2.

I wi ll work alone.

3.

The topic I want to work on is:

4.

The-book topic I want to read is:

5.

I

w i 11

yes

yes__

no_

no

do

-for my contract.

6.

I wi l l

give the teacher the -fol lowing things to do check

<or

talk) over with me when

I

-f i n i sh:

Aulls, 1982
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CENTER

CHECKLIST

Name

Week beginning

Use the color coded reading games.

Make a check by the

color ot the actiyity which you did.

You must play at least

two games o-f each color by the end o-f the week.

Red

Green

I

B1 ue

Ye 1 1 ow

Show

I

this to your

teacher on Friday.
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SLIDE-;VIEWERS:;;. :
SI i de V i ewers ar® descr i bed bre i -f 1 y

Features sect idn of t

in

the Curr i cu 1 um

project i n SectI on I I, number 12.

Fol lowing is a more deta'V®'d descr i pt ion of their creation
accompanied by illustrations.

1.

Fold 8;X 11" wh i te construct 1 on paper in th i rds.

2.

Cut wi ndows in front and back.

3.

Tape shut, creating a tube in which to sl ide the

question paper.

4.

Decorate if you wish.

A1 ign i ng the quest i on paper lAii th the wi ndows, wr i te

the questions so that one question at a time is visible

through the fron t Vaii ndow.

On the back wr 1 te the answers,

agai n tak ihg care that quest i ons and answers are aligned.
Students may now read quest i ons and self—check the ir answers

:i ndependent l.y.,

Steps 1 , 2,

Step 4

lOMcedtenTl
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V

BASAL WRITIN6 CENTER

,,/'^Card ■ .ideas'
.
". ■ ■ ■

:r'

Wri te

ideas for story starters on 5 x 8 i nch cards.

Let the cards accumula.te so children can write about their

favorite Story any time during the year.
Following are some suggested themes:
Story:

Rosa's Most Unforgettable GrIggie. (Si lver Twi st>

--If you had a camera of your own, what would you take
a picture of?

You may (pick one):

1.

Write your answer.

2.

Draw your answer. (Coi or pi cture complete1y.
Draw a frame

—Draw a ser ies of six p i ctures showi ng what happened

i n order in the story.

■ p i C'ture,.. ^

Col or each p i cture.

■

^

Label each

^

—Make up a school "Tegend."

Wr ite about i t.

be scary, funny> ridiculbus or almost believable.

11 may

Draw a

picture to go with it.

Story:

Answer Right, Manolo.

(Si 1ver Twi st)

—Pick a spgrt you would 1 ike to be good at.
Wr i te

abou t

Draw it.

it.

—Draw an eight picture cartoon of what happened in the
story.
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story;

The King Who Changed Places with the Queen.

<Golden

Secre ts)

—Write about someone with whom

change places.

you would

to

What would it be l ike to l ive his/her l ife?

How would he/she fit into your

l ife?

—How would it feel tobe a king or queen?

you do al 1 day?

l ike

What would

Describe your palace, your food and your

Job.

-—If the local dragons were able to be tamed, what
would it be l ike to haue one for a pet?

l ike?

Where would it sleep?

What would it look

What would it do all day?

Draw a picture of your dragon pet.
Story:
.

What''s a Ghost Going to Do?

<Golden Secrets)

—Write your own classified ad about yourself or about

something you would l ike to sel l .
examples of classified ads.
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Look in the newspaper for

Appendix

C

Report Cards, Surveys and Letters
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Heport to parents
Grades 1-2-3

cooperatefor better pupil adjustment:(2)to stiow ttie academic level at wtiicti
your student is working within the class;(3)to report achievement in the basic
school subjects according to the pupil's individual ability.

NAME

The school urges you to visit and to become well acquainted with the school
staff and with the work of your student. The more we can work together and
know and understand each other,the rnore wecan help your studerit to develop
the habits and attitudes that make for wholesome living.

GRADE.

SCHOOL -

TEACHER

SCHOOL YEAR 19 .

Quarter

2

3

Superintendent of Schools

-19.

Quarter

4

I

2

Quarter

2

3

3

4

WORK AND

READINQ

EFFORT

SPELLING

EFFORT

O III

STUDY HABITS

ACFIIEVEMENT

ACHIEVEMENT

Above

Above

EFFORT

Working neatly and carefully
I islening & following directions

O Gd

At

c^

Al

riiiisliing assignments on time

Below

O

Relow

Working independently

Lfsing phonics & word attack skills

Spells assigried words

Reading witfi comprefienslon

Spells correctly In written work
SOCIAL HABITS

SOCIAL STUDIES
EFFORT

mJ
Ul

EFFORT

I

I

I

I

Above

ss
flCUl

cn

(3j

HEALTH/SCIENCE
At

i_l

EFFORT

Below

I

I

z
o
o

lU
s

Ul

fil iE

Following class & school rules

<

Ul
s

o
z

5
z
JO

t
<

CL

Being prompt

Computing accurately

Showing good sportsmanship

Lfnderstanding concepts

Showing respect for staff
ART

li!

Uf

u
z

Respecting private & public property

Accepting responsibility

Ul

cc

X

z
o
o
hz

Showing consideration fpr others

EFFORT I

ACHIEVEMENT

ul
o
z

Q

Displaying a positive attitude
MATH

a
o

K
Ul

H
Z

< ■
D

EFFORT

O
h

ATTENDANCE

to

K

Days present
LANGUAGE

EFFORT

MUSIC

effort I

I

I

I n

ACHIEVEMENT
Above

c;

Days absent

Tardy
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

O 111

■

F.FFonr r~] I

At

I

I

Elelow

Expressing ideas well orally
Expressing wrillen thotjghls clearly

EXPLANATION OF
EFFORT AND ACHIEVEMENT MARKS

Observing rules in written work
(X)Indicates Grade Level Performance
Effort and

Achinvemnnt

HANDWRITING

Marks

rrrDnt

ACHIEVEMENT

Forming letters correctly
Wriling nofltly

In Shaded

Areas Only

O
Outstanding
8* - Above Average
S Avorago
N
Needs Irnprovernent
1.1 - Unsallsfnctory
N(V- No Giadn - PO days
enrollmeitf necessary
NA — Not Applicable

X}

(')Sfrengfh
Sul)ff)f)ic
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Quarteriy Report to Parents
Grades 4-5-6

GRADE.

NAME.

MESSAGE TO PARENTS: This report has a three-fold
purpose. (1) to provide the pupil and teacher a

SCHOOL.

—

SCHOOL YEAR 19.

TEACHER.

common ground upon which to recognize needs and
to cooperate for better pupil adjustment: (2) to show

^—-y—
-19.

the academic level at which your student is working
within the class; (3) to report achievement in the basic

RSPOfrriNQ psfiioo

1

2

3

ability.

The school urges you to visit and to become well
acquainted with the school staff and with the work of
your student. The more we can work together and

SOCIAL STUDIES

REAOING

^^ Above

■

school subjects according to the pupil's individual

4

Effort

know and understand each other, the more we can

•no

■ • ■gSAt
® Below

Reads With understanding

help your student to develop the habits and attitudes

HEALTH/SCIENCE

that make for wholesome living.

Effort

Superintendent of Schools

Word Attack Skills
Effort

HANDWRITING

MATHEMATICS

«

Above

■o 2 .

«■

EXPLANATION OF
GRADES AND MARKS

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

■

Below

MUSIC

Number facts and skills

Ability tn solving problems

Grades

given

ART

in

Accuracy

CITIZENSHIP

shaded

Effort

areas

Follows rules & regulations
SPELLING

only

Works & plays well with others
Above
no

2 S

^

Below

"Effort

LANGUAGE

Knowledge of basic grammar

Expression of ideas m wnting
Effort

F°Failure

i-lncomplete due to absences
NG — No Grade - 20 days
enrollment necessary

Respects staff
Shows self-control

WORK HABITS

X—Indicates grade level

Spells wnnen work correctly
Learns to soeil assigned words

A-Outstanding
B-Above average
C»Average
0°Below Average

Works neatly and carefully

Marks

1

for

Finishes work on time

subtopics
only

ATTENDANCE

perfornnance.

0 — Outstanding

3 — Satisfactop^'
N — Needs improving
U — Unsatisfactory

Days present
i

■

Days absent

Tardy

FIRST QUARTER PARENT CONFERENCE HELD ON:.

TEACHER'S
COMMENTS

ATTENDING THE CONFERENCE:

.

2nd '•eporting period: .

3rd reporting period:.

4th reporting period:.

PLACEMENT FOR SCHOOL YEAR19.

.-19

LEASE SIGN & RETURN THIS PORTION.

Parent's Comments: _______
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Parent's Signature

GRADE.

TEAGHER SELF eWECK LIST

Teacher asks herse 1 -f the fpl 1 ow i ng quest i ons per i odi cal 1 x to
mon i tor her attempts to proM l de mean ihgf ul al ternat1ves to

round rob!n oralv readi ng. ^
1.
'

y

Why di d r haMe my stydep^t^ read oral 1 y?
;*evaluatj oh''.- -:;

.

■*practice; voraT,;:.exp resS'i^ oh
. ■tradi:-'H;Oh; : or ^habi t- • •

2. Are my atuciah^'s impiroy i hgsat raadi ng oral ly w Lth
appropriate expression?
*yes
no




3. Did I include some higher level questions in discussions
■ thi S' week? ■ ■ ■
y.i-v
■ '*yes\ ' ' \ 00'.'^ ■ ■

4.

Are the stud¥n ts -f i n i sh i ng their readi hg work?
*yes

..V.' : no

5.
Do students seem to be actively involved and interestecl
' i n ...readiog?: -y
..*yas"'
00; ;■

6. Do they l ike and parti c i pate w1 1 1 i ngly in the reading
center?
■ ^,.-:*yes.-";^"";; no/;-/:- ,;V .
7.

Di d-T—gi-ve- them a reason tg read th is week?
V
;* ';:'--;-*yes
/•■■no ■ ■;■ ■ ■; "■ ■. • ■ •-■

8.

Did I observe studen ts readi ng when they didn't have to?
■ '■ '•"
■
::*yeS- ■"
-no
;

9.

What is stubents' appareht atti tude tdward reading?
^enthusiastic

heutral

negative

To. Are students able to discuss a story which they read
si lent 1y, indicating that they read and understood?
. ■ ■■•i_.-_^__;.,.,
' ;' ' • ■ .
• . ■ ■.. syes-" ■ ' ■ • ;■ no'

11. Di d studeh tS have an opportuni ty to read wi th someone
outside tTte-t:rr own readihg group this week?
■ .■■.■ "*yes' ■ ' •
no
■• ■ •;i" ^^ ' ;, ■
12.

Did-I--make a personal contact with each chi ld th i s

week?

13.

- ■/,•;" ■ ■

Did- T-T^^

*yes

■; ' no

to teach math and Engl ish lessons this

week? ■ ■ '

*yes

no

14. Do I have a pl an so ch i 1dren wi ll have a meaningful
readi ng exper i ence on assembly days? *yes no
*

Indicates preferred responses.
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STUDENT SURUEY

1.

How much do you

2.

Do you •finish your reading work
on

l ike to read?

time?

3.

Do you l ike the game center?

4.

Do you read when

5.

Do you l ike reading group?

6.

Do you understand stories you
read si lently?
Do you

talk

books you

some

1 i 111e

yes

some

no

yes

some

no

lots

some

no

lots

some

no

yes

some

no

lots

some

no

yes

some

no

you don't have

to?

7.

lots

to other kids about
have read?

8.

Do you -finish books you start?

9.

Circle al l

o-f the things which you cal 1 reading.

reading group

comic books

story wr i t i ng

be i ng in a p1 ay

learning center

98

1 i brary books

PARENT SLIRUEY

Please -fin out the +o1 1 ow i ng survey to assist me in
evaluating my reading program.

Thank you.

Code: 3 means "o-ften"
2 means "sometimes"
1

means "never"

1.

Does your chi ld read -for -fun?

3

2

1

2.

Does your chi ld read to learn things?

3

2

1

3.

Does your chi 1d appear to enjoy reading?

3

2

1

4.

Does your chi ld -finish books he/she
3

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

star ts?

5.

Does your chi ld tel l

you about stories

or books he/she has read?

6.

Does your chi ld o-ffer to read to you?

7.

Please circle the activities which

you consider to be

"read i ng."

reading group

comic books

stor y wr i t i ng~

being in a play

1 earn i ng cen ter

99

1 ibrary books

TEACHER SURMEY

Dear K - 6 Teachers,

Please help me gather data -for my master's project in
reading by answering this short survey. Any ideas or input
wi ll be greatly appreciated.
Thanks so much tor your time! Please put completed
surveys in my box or send them to room 13 with

a chi ld.

Once again, THANKS!

L i nda

1.

How many reading groups do you have?.

2.

How many reading groups do you meet with dai 1y?_

3.

Do you do any teaming with other teachers?

I t yes, br i et l y descr i be.

4.

, ■

■

What are some activities which you do with your reading

groups besides round robin oral reading?

5.

What are some alternatives to oral reading which you

might l ike to try?

Your name < optional).
Grade

level
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VOLUNTEER LETTER

Dear Parents,

Several ot you have already b-f-fered to help in some way
at school this year. Thanks! There are many ways in which

parents can help. Al l assistance is appreciated. I-f you
would 1 ike to volunteer, please check the appropriate areas
1 i sted

be 1ow.

Thank

you

in advance.

S i n cere 1 y,

Li nda Cree

Classroom volunteer (please indicate day/time
pre-ferred i -f you have a pre-ference)

Help in your home (grade papers, cut out letters and
shapes -for bu 1 leti n boards, bake treats for the class if
they have earned them - for this I would supply the

ingredients, and other simi lar forms of home help).

Please

circle preferred items in this section.
Make buttons for "Math Whiz" awards (I wi l l

loan you a

button maker and give instructions. This is a great
motivational device which takes a lot of my time.
Help with
this would be wonderful .)

Room mother (organize parties)
Serve at parties

____ Bake*"for parties
■

Supply plates, cups, napkins, etc. for parties

Share a hobby, career, cu1tural knowledge, or special
interest with the class.

Other.

Please specify

.

Please specify.

Of course, the greatest help is your continued interest
and support in your chi ld's accompl ishments at school. When
the school and home work together the chi ldren benefit by
receiving a better education. Thank you for your support!
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